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You can find out more about the HANSATON
hearing instruments from your local hearing professionals
or on the Internet at www.hansaton.com
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Small and
powerful
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S312 by HANSATON.

Maximum flexibility, minimum size.

Carbon Black

HANSATON’s jam S312 combines hearing enjoyment, comfort
and discretion. The little BTE hearing system offers a winning
combination of perfected housing and an optimized slim-tube,
which translates to maximum wearing comfort for the hearing
system user. Its small, ergonomically shaped housing and soft,
transparent tube ensure that the jam S312 is particularly
comfortable to wear and also scarcely noticeable from the outside.
Space Titan

At a glance.
Cloudy Grey

BTE designer housing
Battery size 312
Earhook and mini tubes
IP67-certified
Technology
AutoSurround
Specially textured button
for ease of operation

White Pearl
Sterling Silver

Sparkling Bronze

Sandy Beige
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Hearing with ease.

HANSATON product information.

With the jam S312, HANSATON has set a new milestone in
terms of comfort. Its soft tube nestles perfectly against the ear,
and its rounded housing make it pleasant to wear. Its perfected
button puts system control at the hearing system wearer’s
fingertips: its prominent shape makes it easy to find, and its large
surface makes it particularly simple to press.
The jam
perfectly.

Top performance meets modern design:
the jamHD S312 impresses both eyes and ears.
The jam S312 combines high performance with exceptional
HANSATON design. Its rounded housing makes it comfortable to
wear, and its modern, wave-like design gives the little BTE hearing
system a sophisticated, delicate look.

S312 integrates into hearing system wearers’ lives

Comfortable and inconspicuous.
The newly developed transparent
mini-tube ensures maximum
comfort and discretion.
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Ergonomically shaped button.
The broad surface makes it easy to
operate.
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One-touch operation, no matter
the age of the user:
The specially embossed button
has a distinctive shape that makes
it easy to feel with a fingertip. Its
broad surface makes the button
even easier to press.
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Ergonomic shape for even more comfort.

IP67-certified
The plasma-coated surface
protects the system from
external influences such as dirt
and moisture.
Battery size 312
Integrated telecoil

Transparent and flexible.
The soft, transparent tube nestles
perfectly against the ear to provide maximum wearing comfort and
discretion.
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White
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S312 hearing systems are available in seven elegant colors.

Cloudy
Grey

Sterling
Silver

Space
Titan

Carbon
Black

Sparkling
Bronze

Sandy
Beige
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Smart streaming with uStream.
The new uStream from HANSATON means maximum freedom
for your customers as they can use this to modify the volume and
programs of their hearing systems and also connect bluetooth-enabled devices, such as smartphones. And uStream‘s special benefit
is that you hardly notice it. It is simply and discreetly clipped to
your clothes - with not a wire in sight.

Small and powerful!

jamHD S312 impresses both eyes and ears.
Good things come in small packages: jam S312 is a powerful
little helper that delivers top-quality performance. Thanks to
its high amplification and output sound pressure levels, the
jam S312 can counter a variety of hearing loss types despite
its small size.

Easy data transfer with iCube II.
More lightness with adjustments. iCube II uses the wireless ability
of the hearing systems enabling a completely wireless adjustment
and simplifying the transfer of adjustment data between the
computer and the hearing system.

Full TV enjoyment with uTV3.
Via Bluetooth uTV3 easily sends audio signals from the television
set, the stereo system or any other audio source (e.g. a computer)
through uDirect3 and uStream to the hearing systems. uTV3
enables wearers to gain maximum enjoyment from watching TV.
uTV3 by HANSATON is also used as a charging unit and mount for
the streamers uDirect3 and uStream.

Simply comfortable: RCV2 remote control.
RCV2 remote control discreetly controls the volume and the hearing system programs. Its big and specifically marked keys make it
particularly easy to use.
Slim-Tube
L Amax. /Vmax. 2cc: 125/56

Earhook
L Amax. /Vmax. 2cc: 132/63

Multimedia hearing enjoyment with uDirect3.
uDirect3 stands for pure multimedia. It enables connections to
mobile telephones, television sets, FM-receivers and MP3 players,
with or without cables depending on personal preference. It
therefore ensures a particularly clear and interference-free hearing
experience during many different activities. The highlight is the
particularly long streaming time which gives your customers even
more freedom.

uMic2 – Understanding conversation partners more easily.
uMic2 is a wireless microphone system which enables hearing
system wearers to understand conversation partners considerably
more easily and clearly even in difficult acoustic situations. uMic2
can be attached via an integrated clip on the clothing of a conversation partner. Speech signals from the other person are transferred
in a clearly understandable manner via uDirect3 or uStream to the
hearing system wearer.

remote app
The remote app allows your customers to easily and discreetly
control their hearing instrument with their smartphone. Find out
more on www.hansaton.com
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